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INTRODUCTION 

 

What began as a simple technical review of the new "Daemonettes"1 updated official statistics by a 30 
year fan, quickly degraded due to WARHAMMER 40,000 COMMUNITY MEMBER abusive language 
typical of Nordic white supremacist language and remarks themed racist claims on August 23rd 2022 
toward SDA3.ORG members personally.  This act prompted a Company Meeting and U.S. Company 
franchise-wide vote to ban Games Workshop Group products and licensed works from access and use of 
the private SEVEN ALPHA™ secure video network for explicit commercial coercion of reviewer. 
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MATTER 

Use of language in a pattern of violence involving the death of an Oklahoma pediatrician in March 2022 
and identity theft to extort her family of money, property, and child custody in taking by force and 
concealment with child abuse themed on demands for stock and securities fraud were factors in this 
formal response to GAMES WORKSHOP GROUP community and admin behavior. 

The express use of false legal name for purpose of criminal coercion and to extort competitors of the U.K. 
based GAMES WORKSHOP GROUP to forfeit registered United States property, franchise rights, 
business ownership and financial records, and to further the concealment of a missing and exploited 
mixed-race child in the European Union were evident factors contributing to this final decision. 

The child is suspected to be held in the European Union based on 2021 November to 2022 Threats to 
extort in writing and violation of ORDERED POSSESSION in 2001-2020. 

The child was taken in 2001 august and knowingly concealed from 2001-Present violating ORDERED 
POSSESSION and prior PARENTAL RIGHTS subject Title 76 and 4th and 14th Amendment Constitutional 
Protections refused by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA following severe domestic 
violence by Veroinca Marie Petersen against the child’s parent and financial support causing 20 dB 
hearing loss due battery to the head without provocation and in three (3) separate instances. 

All abuse was refused by STATE OF TEXAS any ordinary law enforcement protection to sell the baby 
under color of law for perpetual concealment, parental alienation, and as collateral leverage for 
PARADOX INTERACTIVE AB and GAMES WORKSHOP subcontractors claims published in 2013 and 
2002-2022 in ongoing extortion activity incorporating racially motivated false claims of mental health in 
kidnapping of a newborn for purpose of extortion of the pre-existing registered business of the parent 
across State and Federal borders. 

The pattern of support by GAMES WORKSHOP GROUP employees and subcontractors, community 
members, and support for such abuse - led to the sanctions vote.  
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FINDINGS 

Based on renewed written threats in November 2021 to July 2022 to extort and August 23rd 2022 
renewed directed attacks to coerce and abuse persons based on racial discrimination and defamation 
themes and claims in eugenics crime (alleged “bad genes” of the Chickasaw parent), and language of 
eugenic defamation alluding to medical defect to overcome the business of the child’s biological father. 

The use of pejorative health claims and mental and emotional health remarks in national socialist 
pejorative patterns associated closely with the NAZI (National Socialist Workers Party of Germany) style 
letters of the prior year (2021) also obtained for criminal complaint filed with the United States Department 
of Justice, clearly exposes a gross undertone of the community supported for GAMES WORKSHOP 
GROUP (LSE:GAW) and licensees in Sweden, Iceland, and Denmark; which are barred participation in 
the U.S. business community by law (18 U.S. Code section 249). 

Whereby self-identified contractors at ASMODEE GAMES (FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES) have sent 
numerous letters for financial extortion mixed with misgender hate speech and assaulted the reviewer in 
November (2021) and January (2022) and April (2022) and May (2022) in commercial fraud to extort and 
on concealment of a child; identity theft of persons then deceased as a result of such abuse; and support 
of serious bodily harm on prior inflicted serious bodily harm with permanent injury; 

The firm(s) named in those letters as collateral property in title and interest and equity sought cannot 
excuse this sustained atmosphere of HATE CRIMES by GAMES WORKSHOP, and voted unanimously to 
end all paid and commercial access to any person or product or sale for such community today. 

Disagreement in a fictional setting is one matter. This activity was directly to the character of the reviewer 
for bringing up LEGAL FACTS and prior art in support of creative professional academic criticism.  

Such actions are both offensive and a felony in Title 8 Section 37.01 "aggravated perjury" to abuse 
persons for citation of case law or license not granted or exclusive to the product observed in general use 
and inappropriate for certain (minor) audiences (ages 13-17) - which the WH40K game is officially sold 
and targeted by LSE:GAW;  

And to destroy the person by harm to reputation of character and false medical condition alleged to extort 
and coerce review rather than answer the claim - an act of criminal activity per 21 O.S. 21-1304 and 
communication into the State to extort commercial services be performed for LSE:GAW benefit, obligated 
compliance with April 2022 revised "Hate Crimes" Statutory Criminal Code (18 U.S. Code section 249). 

 

ACTION TAKEN 

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED and DEEP LAYER INC. (operators of the licensed ZLI 
video network service), concurred and imposed immediate sanctions ending content creator contracts 
and applying to future payouts where at any time the PARADOX INTERACTIVE AB and/or GAMES 
WORKSHOP GROUP products are featured, seen, visible, or discussed whatsoever; a right of use and 
service in terms and conditions for on the designated private network so duly reserved at law. 
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BACKGROUND 

1 - A Daemonette, also known as a "Maiden of Ecstasy," is a Lesser Daemon of Slaanesh, the 
Prince of Pleasure. (3rd party source: Warhammer 40,000 Fandom Wiki) 

 

 

EDITORIAL – PRODUCT BACKGROUND: 

Warhammer 40,000 “Daemonette” character models are described both as "transsexual" and 
monstrous, objectified, and portrayed as objects of perverse sexual acts and perpetrators in these 
acts of sex and violence before minors by LSE:GAW.  

Changes today modified their movement to 250% of human speed, and supernatural protection 
rendering them immune to about 33% of conventional firearms, adding additional abilities useful 
against specific products prior themed a protection and exclusive to "Roman Catholic" themed 
characters villainized by the anti-Catholic pagan Nordic Germanic characters sold as 28mm 
miniatures in a tabletop wargame setting.  

Daemonettes are styled feminine, transgender, bisexual, and created by corruption of followers of 
chaos according to the original "LOST AND THE DAMNED" mutation charts, signifying a failed 
conversion to a "Champion" status or "Prince" of Chaos; instead taking on traits rendering the 
aspirant to a thrall (slave), frequent in Nordic games and sexual themes like “Vampire the 
Masquerade” (PARADOX INTERACTIVE AB).  
 
The appearance of which has been portrayed in artwork as "inhuman" and "ghastly" to rework 
this aspect and style them as "demons" rather than "daemons" (good demons, themed positive 
spirits) in language and sexually attractive in written descriptions despite inhuman appendages, 
like Harpies in Greek lore or incubus / succubus Germanic lore.  
 
In Warhammer 40,000 this is one of the older figures that has a naked exposed breast, or a steed 
with a giant ant-eater-like probing tongue.  

Suggestive sexualized content is one reason those products sell well to minor boys wanting to 
"flesh out" their "armies".  

While the original content ("Slaves of Darkness") was marked "Mature content", modern works on 
the Daemonette and its model sales do not appear to carry any warning to parents about the 
BDSM themes and sexual favors background story of these LSE:GAW products. 

https://warhammer40k.fandom.com/wiki/Daemonette

